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introduction

• Today, I’m going to talk about cheating
in mMorpgs

– Mmorpg being An acronym so long it has 
its own aBbreviation, mmo…

• To get to the stage at which I can talk 
about it, though, I’m going to have to give:about it, though, I’m going to have to give:

– a blisteringly short history of mmos

– An overview of the easy part of player 
type theory

• Both afford me great opportunity for 

self-agGrandizement



today

• swtor, bioware, 2011



Based on…

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:



Based on…

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999



Based on…

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990



Based on…

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987



Based on…

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w

• MUD wasn’t based on anything

• This is why I get to give this talk and 

you don’t

*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*



scunthorpe

• Scunthorpe is a steel-making town 

near here



Back then

• obviously, No mud player had ever played 

anything like mud before

• Most had never even played a 

computer game before

– I’d writTen more than I’d played– I’d writTen more than I’d played

• For the first two or three years, it was 

played in the spirit of face-to-face

games

– In a word, “nicely”

• Then, along came egor…



Looby loo

• This isn’t egor, this is lOoby loO

out of andy pandy



egor

• This is egor, then and now

• Real name andrew glaister, he went 

on to design directx

– Really! He was tech director at kinesoft



rules

• When you play chesS in RL, why don’t 

you take your opponent’s king with 

your queEn on the first turn?

• You don’t because it’s a game which 

only exists while you follow the rulesonly exists while you follow the rules

• Computer games are diFferent

• You don’t do it in computer chess 

because the computer won’t let you

• Computer game default: Anything not 

coded out is by definition aLlowed



Pre-egor

• Before egor played mud, most players 

didn’t deliberately break the rules

– Eg. ganking newbies

• Egor also didn’t deliberately break the 

rulesrules

• It’s just that his definition of “rules” 

was “what is coded in”

• If mud let you do it, he figured he 

could therefore legitimately do it

– Because otherwise it would have been coded out



Types of rule

• Games have thrEe types of rules:

– 1) Ones determined by physical limits

• I can’t kick a ball that’s 5 metres from me

– 2) WriTten ones

• Fouls lead to free kicks

– 3) UnwriTten Ones– 3) UnwriTten Ones

• “ungentlemanly conduct” catch-alls

• Normally, 2) and 3) work by social 
norms sustaining a magic circle

• In mM computer games, 1) and 2) are 
coded in and 3) is non-existent



Against rules

• There are many things you can’t code 
out that are against “the rules”

• They don’t even have to be gameplay-related

– Aol’s scunthorpe problem

• Some are diFficult to police• Some are diFficult to police

– Looby-looing

• Some are impoSsible to police

– Out-of-game communication

• players in rl trust each other to stick 
to the rules, but beyond a critical mass..?



Just a game?

• Because egor broke the unwritten rules, 

he was called a cheat by other players

– “slaughtering newbies to get points is 

cheating!”

• Nevertheless, Egor didn’t have an “it’s • Nevertheless, Egor didn’t have an “it’s 

just a game”, anything-goes attitude

• He did follow some rules that weren’t 

coded in, eg. not kill-stealing

• all players follow unwritten rules

– Although they don’t always realise it



Player types

• Let’s look at player types:



achievers

• Achievers treat the virtual world as if 

it were a game

• They Give themselves game-oriented goals

and set out to achieve them

• Examples:• Examples:

– finding treasure

– Killing mobiles (mobs)

– Getting points and going up levels

• They Do not like their achievements 

undermined!



explorers

• Explorers try to discover as much as 

they can about the virtual world

• They Usually Begin with the topology

– The breadth of the virtual world

• Then Move on to the physics• Then Move on to the physics

– The depth of the virtual world

• Don’t care about their character

• They Know more about the virtual world 

than any other player type



socialisers

• Socialisers use the game as a context 

to interact with other players

– The virtual world’s goings-on give them 

something to talk about

• Communication is ultra-important• Communication is ultra-important

– “words

– ;performs some deeds

• Role-playing often fits in here

• Socialisers are an obviously important 

component of comMunity



killers

• Two sorts

– Those who impose through kindnesS

– Those who impose through unkindneSs

• 1st are Busybody, mother hen figures

– Politicians– Politicians

– Often have a superiority complex

• 2nd are Vile dregs of humanity

– Griefers

– Often have an inferiority complex



cheating

• people play mmos for different reasons

• Associated with each of those reasons 

are sets of unwriTten rules

• Players folLow those unwritten rules

– That is, The ones governing the dimension– That is, The ones governing the dimension

of play they wish to experience

• they regard breaking these rules as 

cheating

• Key point: they do not regard breaking 

the rules of other types as cheating!



achievers

• Achievers follow a meritocracy rule

• They feel that if someone has status, it 

should be because they earned it

• They are horRified if people can get an 

achievement some other wayachievement some other way

– The monopoly example

• To them, it’s like buying a phd or a 

world record – it’s cheating

• Yet Other types see nothing wrong in 

paying for an in-game advantage



explorers

• Explorers will readily pay to gain 
access to new content

• For them, figuring out content is 
paramount

• They want to understand the game 
more than other players domore than other players do

• They are angered by web sites that 
“give away” solutions

• Using them is, to an explorer, cheating

• Yet other players do it aLl the time



socialisers

• Socialisers don’t rate the game itself

• They’ll hapPily use out-of-game methods 
to achieve in-game success

– They just want to hang with their friends

• they value people and conNections• they value people and conNections

• They despair at lfg mechanisms and 
their meaningless, transient relationships

• Community-free Grouping that ignores
friendship and loyalty is cheating

• Yet no other types feel that way



killers

• Killers get fun from hurting people 

who didn’t consent to that possibility

• Anything that interferes with this aim 

is cheating, in the killer’s view:

– Complaining about being attacked– Complaining about being attacked

– Demanding some killer-favourite ability be 

nerfed

– Running to the protection of npc guards

– Calling in help from friends

• All these are fine in other players’ views



Breaking rules

• Not aLl cheating is like this

• Some of it is acCidental

– You don’t know that the rule you’re breaking exists

• Some of it is meta-gaming

– You’re not playing SW:TOR, you’re playing one-– You’re not playing SW:TOR, you’re playing one-

upmanship with your RL friends

• Some of it is frustration

– “this game is too hard!”

• Some of it is boredom

– “this game is too easy!”



friction

• In The examples on the previous slide, the 

player acCepts that they’re cheating

• However, for much of the cheating that 

goes on they don’t accept it

• They really don’t see that it is cheating• They really don’t see that it is cheating

• The reason for this is that for them, it 

isn’t cheating

• The entire f2p business model is based on 

exploiting this friction between 

player types



summary

• The only computer game rules that you 

can rely on are the ones coded in

– And maybe real-life laws too

• All other rules are optional

• People play mmos for different reasons• People play mmos for different reasons

– They think the mmo is “about” different things

• They rarely break their own idea of the 

rules but have no conception of other 

players’ ideas of the rules

• Thus, they cheat without cheating


